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As usual in P.R., there was a complicated, politically sensitive situation we had to face at
the beginning and it wasn't easy to create the right P.R. programme with the right
targets:
CEZ needed a new storage facility for the nuclear spent fuel from its two NPPs - Dukovany
and Terrielln. Firstly, CEZ preferred to build an on-site facility for the Dukovany NPP to last
until the year 2004; secondly, a facility for the Temehn TPP sveral years later. But the Czech
1�--overnment decided to limit Dukovany's storage capacity during a public discussion in 1992.
Therefore, at the end of 1993, CEZ started the site selection process for a central storage
facility targeted at ten regions in the country.

In P.R. we decided on two main goals:
1. To 'gain public acceptance of a central storage facility at least at one site, and hopefully at

more.
2. To change public opinion (especially around the Dukovany NPP) in order to create the
proper atmosphere for changing the government's decision to limit storage capacity. We
wanted to prove that we could choose the fight technical and economical solution without
political limits. This obviously presented a challenge as it would be problematic for CEZ to be
very visible in the campaign: We wanted people to know that the government had made a bad
decision, but we also had to make it clear that our objections were based not on questions of
momentary corporate advantage but instead on solid technical grounds. Most would only see
self interest. We wanted to show them the facts. Of course, some times it wasn't easy to hit
both targets at the sarni e time.

There was a lot of hard work in the middle. We gained new experience and we learned a
lot trying to get public confidence in nuclear safety, in our company's reliability and in
some local profits for a storage site:
Firstly none of those regions was excited by the idea o a storage facility in its backyard. Most
of them were very strongly and actively against it and did not want to discuss anything. Step by
step we realized a four year P.R. programme which included, for example, intensive
discussions with people and their representatives in potential host regions, work with
journalists, issuing information materials, organising information tps to nuclear facilities
abroad sponsorship programmes, mobile exhibition and other activities. After such a long and
difficult process, we feel that we are able to show others what we have done, what we have
learned and what the results were.
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There were some good results in the end. We hit both of our main P.R. targets and
maybe even a bit more:
I We found a site, where the central storage is accepted by local representatives and where

even most of them would welcome it.
2. The current Czech government changed the old decision to limit storage capacity at

Dukovany NPP and recommended building two storage facilities at NPP's sites. The
possibility of a central storage facility is being held in reserve.

3. Local representatives at both NPP sites are not refusing to discuss a new storage facility
and are able to accept it.

As usual in P.R., our work never ends. New targets have to be defined, new activities
have to start:
The whole site selection process has not been finished yet. Public hearings for both a central
and the Dukovany NPP storage facilities will start next year. We expect to get a construction
permit for the Dukovany site in three or four years. Then we intend to start the same at the
Temelin site. But you probably know that never-ending P.R. story...
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